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Evolutionary Blueprint
Download Protocol
I am really excited to be with you at this
time of new opportunities. Many names
being given to the changes that have
brought humanity to this opening. As we
are invited to move onto an entirely new
energy bio-field, a new world whose
landscape is reflective of our original divine Star families' agenda. a new physical
bodysuit is needed. Instead of trying to walk with the old toxic features, this
design is in resonance with our Galactic and Mission intentions. It is called the
evolutionary blueprint. It has power-centers, DNA, chakras, that support
automatic resonance to Home, i. e. vitality, joy, wellness, peace, etc.

Preparing yourself by Claiming Presence:
This is done before a session, whether in person or long distance.
Message to your spiritual team, "My intention is to work with the spiritual teams
to download the codes for the upgraded evolutionary body suit blueprint
for ._________. Get everything in place and tell me with it is "okay".
• Hold vacancy until you hear, "okay".
• Affirm that you have a secured channel.

Setting space with the client: (words in green are to be spoken when you are
doing an inperson session. The client can sit or lie in the quiet.)
Sitting together, let us take a deep breath, in through the nose and
exhale completely.
Again, breathe into the diaphragm and exhale (you can create your own)
We are held within the triple cocoon of Red Rock, Guardian circle, and
Hazmat absorption.
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We are in the space of Sacred Ground of Sovereignty and connected to all
you love.
We call in through secured channels of love, to your higher self, to your
causal team, and all who are holding you in guidance for you Highest Good.
(You hold silence as vacancy of mind. Ask these questions internally)
• are we connected?
• anything more to do?
Continue to speak this short guided visualization to the client:
"In this quiet, secured space, there is place for you to be held and nourished."
"Look around. There may be a path to take you, or you will sense the spot
just ahead. Knowing that you are safely held, move toward the place that is
drawing you."
"Notice the colors and fragrances as you move."
"There it is, just to your left. You may feel to sit or to lay down. As you settle,
know that you can relax. I will come to bring you back when the work is
complete."
"If you have any sensations of pain or discomfort, mentally repeat, "TAG and
Transform and DEEP Six the cause of my discomfort in ...... (area of the
body) while remaining calm."
"Be in the quiet and I will call you back when the download is complete."

Gather all chaotic energy to be transformed to one point, usually on the body.
Hold focus over that spot as the TAG and PTO come to help.
• Call in the PTO and TAG teams and use DEEP Six interwardly as a mantra,
i.e. "deep six, deep six, deep six, deep six, deep six, deep six." Pause and
repeat.
• Ask what symbol or color you could use to bring the entire field into balance
through that spot.
• Do the corrections, holding the focus until you hear or sense, "complete".
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• When complete, ask that work be sealed with a team to continue the work as
you move to the blueprint download.
• Sense, "yes" there is a connection and you can move to the download step.
Ask for the download to begin. You are like an empty channel, directing the
download codes through you by knowledge and authority to your client.
• Notice what you are sensing, words, pictures colors, etc. Move them to the
side to be written down later.
• When you hear, "complete", inwardly read the Reality Statement in behalf of
your client.
"The codes for the upgraded evolutionary body suit blueprint for _________
have been downloaded into her/his first dimension, and anchored in the 5th
dimension, hard drive for this lifetime. These codes resonate through her/his
entire field of live to restore Divine Star Agendas for All Good."
• Sense an energy flow through the crown down the spine, into the roots, up
the front of the body midline to crown and into the spiritual worlds.
• Ask inwardly, "Is there more to do?"
• If "yes", hold space for them to do what is next.
• When you sense or hear, "it is complete", thank the TAG teams. Ask they
they remain with the client. Then speak to the client,
"Stay in your quiet place. Sense what feelings arise as I say, "The upgraded
evolutionary blueprint from the Divine Star families is downloaded, anchored,
and activated as the core harmonics for all of your bodies."
Allow a pause,
"With your breath, move the energy up and down the midline of your body
centers."
Pause,
"These codes awaken new transformational and healing actions. The open the
automatic path of evolution to your Divine home and all experiences of Good."
Pause
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"Sense a smile or inner calm as you affirm, "Yes, this is mine!"
Pause
"Breathe. Let your imagination create songs of new possibilities as you move
down the path from your quiet space to the present moment here with me. All of
those in spirit who have designed and downloaded your evolutionary blueprint
will remain with you as it strengthens."
Pause
"When you are ready, open our eyes and be back."
Hold Space until your client is present. If you need to call her/him back again, do
so.
Read the Reality Statement aloud within the Reality Shift protocol to anchor the
download.

Reality Statement and Shift
"The codes for the upgraded evolutionary body suit blueprint for _________
have been downloaded into her/his first dimension, and anchored in the 5th
dimension, hard drive for this lifetime. These codes resonate through her/his
entire field of live to restore Divine Star Agendas for All Good."
Move my/his/her consciousness and the consciousness of all to whom she/he is
connected in Love, into this Reality.
Say to the Spiritual team, "Please align every aspect of my consciousness and
the consciousness and all to whom I am loving connected to this chosen reality
and experience.”
Pause
I ask your Causal, PTO, and TAG teams, to “DEEP SIX every energy imprint
that would sabotage or prevent this reality and experience, whether the
beginning was, Galactic, Group, Genetic, Personal, Inherited, Contractual,
Outsider or Other created.”
Pause
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I call to the my Spiritual teams of all in this field. "I and all the Galactic Council
Collective, declare all contracts made to manifest Outsider's energy for its
identification and removal is complete. The Shift to Outsider extinction in our
Living Bio-Field is complete."
Pause
I ask your Causal Design team to, "Create the programs for the Highest
Expression of this Reality and download the codes into the 1st Dimension of
your Earth fields, anchor them into your 5th Dimension the plane for this Earth
life, and Activate their resonance into the entire 64 dimensional energy fields
our Galactic Families."
Pause
This download is accepted, codes downloaded, anchored, activated, and so it is.

Hear and share experiences.
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